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ike any outstanding literature, Chekhov's story, too, can be read from many perspectives. A Finnish physician, Raimo Puustinen, has applied Bakhtinian semiotics to the analysis of Chekhov's novel in his article ''Voices to be heard-the many positions of a physician in Anton Chekhov's short story A Case History''. 1 In his analysis Puustinen illustrates the thematic structure in the development of the communication between the doctor and the patient. The story opens with, in Bakhtinian terms, a monological approach to the patient's problems and develops gradually into a dialogical relationship when the physician places his personality at the service of the patient. This opens new insights for the patient to find relief for her suffering.
There are also, of course, other possible readings of A Case History, as we can see in Chekhov criticism. 2 In literacy studies the story can, in theory, be approached from (1) biographical (or contextual), (2) intertextual, and (3) textual viewpoints. I shall only briefly outline the first and concentrate more closely on the latter in the following analysis.
BIOGRAPHICAL APPROACH
From the biographical or contextual viewpoint Chekhov's letters and notes are a remarkable source on which we can draw conclusions about his motives in writing this particular story. We learn from his correspondence that Chekhov submitted A Case History to a Russian literature journal Russkaja Mysl on 14 November 1898. The story was published before the end of the year. The somewhat melancholy tone of the story can be understood in the light of the death of Chekhov's father which had taken place not long before. In his letters Chekhov wrote about the sadness he felt at the passing of his father: ''I knew what all of you had to go through at Fathers funeral, and I felt vile inside'', he wrote to his brother Mikhail on 26 October, two weeks before writing A Case History.
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There is also a direct reference to A Case History in Chekhov's notebooks. In it we can anticipate a kind of basic experience from which we may approach the meaning of the story. ''In reality, life there is hell'', as Chekhov writes in his notes on peripheral factory communities. 4 With this single sentence the author illustrates the context of the story and simultaneously offers an interpretation for it: there is a community where things are not in proper order and which cries out its misery.
In the context of the individual situation, there are few possibilities to change conditions and they cannot be put right by the doctor coming from outside.
INTERTEXTUAL APPROACH
Intertextual reading requires contextual knowledge to identify literary influences. Since I am not an expert on 19th century Russian literature I shall discuss only a few viewpoints on intertextuality regarding the text at hand.
Young Chekhov was especially fond of Turgenev and in his later years he developed a close and enduring relationship with Leo Tolstoy. Following the hints given in the story another author attracts our attention. In a pivotal episode in the development of the doctor-patient relationship it turns out that Liza Lyalikova, the sick girl in the story, is widely read. In the discussion with the doctor she mirrors her own situation through a particular text: ''Lonely people read a great deal, but say little and hear little. Life for them is mysterious; they are mystics and often see the devil where he is not. Lermontov's Tamara was lonely and she saw the devil'' (see p 186). 5 This quotation refers to Mikhail Y Lermontov's (1814-41) mythological-romantic poem The Demon (written in the 1830s and published posthumously in 1842). There a fallen angel seduces a Caucasian princess, Tamara. Without delving any deeper into the mythologies of Russian literature we may assume that the sick girl in Chekhov's short story identifies with the heroine of this romantic tale and feels Tamara's horrors as her own. We may speculate further and assume that Liza has experienced the doctors treating her before as charming seducers offering sweet intoxication with their potions but they have not been able to cure her. We can imagine that the point of the narrator is to criticise medical pracitice. In my interpretation the narrator, representing Chekhov's own opinions in the discipline of medicine, wants to slap his colleagues' wrists. A quotation from a climax of the plot of Lermontov's tale highlights Liza's experience: ''And most gently he/Did touch his burning lips to hers;/Full of seduction were the words/In which he soothed her soft repining;/His mighty gaze held fast her eyes/And burnt her. -In the cloistered shade/ He glinted poised above her, shining./Inevitable as a blade./ The evil spirit overcomes her./His kiss, like deadly poison, numbs her/And stills the heart within her breast./One terrified and anguished cry/Aroused the silent night from rest./It was a last, a desperate plea/Yet full of love, live agony,/ Hopeless farewell, finality ... /To her young life a last goodbye. '' 6 In my interpretation the demons inhabiting in Liza's unconscious world have created an unsatisfied mental state which causes various physical symptoms. In the Freudian sense, the unconscious impulses are making her sick. In the context of this text we have to remember that many 19th century Russian authors' works have provided material for psychoanalytically orientated literature criticism.
We may add from the intertextual point of view that Lermontov was the first to illustrate the character of the socalled lišni tšelovek (superfluous man) in his novel A Hero of Out Time (1840). This character has been elaborated by Turgenev and also by Chekhov in his short story Not Wanted. Some of the characters highlighted in A Case History bear features of this tradition as emphasised by the author.
TEXTUAL INTERPRETATION
By textual reading I refer, in this context, to the analysis of tensions within the story: how the story is constructed of different elements, how the setting is outlined, the characters' situation in relation to each other and their inner landscapes. Analysing these architectonic features enables us to explore thematic meanings of the story.
A Case History is situated in a time frame from Saturday evening to Sunday morning. In the Eastern Orthodox time concept this is a central phase of the week. Keeping in mind the 19th century Russian cultural context we may assume that the story's framework has allegorical undertones. It may, therefore, carry potential mystical echoes and irrational voices. On the other hand, the hero of the story appears through his medical profession as a typical representative of a rationalistic person imbued with a scientific world view. In 19th century Russian culture mysticism was the main outlook of life. Rationalism was exceptional. In the literature the Chekhovian attitude and style foresaw new ways of writing.
As a story, A Case History is personal and meaningful. The frame may be interpreted, thus, as aesthetically intentional. The author creates a world which is first described as being out of tune, dominated by chaos, and, eventually, filled with harmony and earthly beauty.
The milieu of the story is depicted mainly as a grey, monotonous, and dull industrial site. The author's choice also serves symbolic tasks when, having described the landscape, he makes an analysis of what he has seen: ''Looking at the mills, at the barracks, where the workers slept, he again thought what he always thought when he saw factories. The workers had their theatricals, granted -their magic lanterns, their factory doctors, their various amenities. Yet those mill-hands he had seen on the road from the station this evening ... they had looked exactly like the workers he had seen long ago as a boy, when there had been none of these theatricals and amenities. As a doctor accustomed to forming accurate diagnoses of incurable chronic ailments deriving from some unknown ultimate cause, he considered factories a mystery of comparably vague and intractable antecedents. As for improvements in the worker's lives, he didn't think them unnecessary, but compared them to the treatment of incurable diseases.'' (see pps 183-4) 5 We may conclude from this that the illness depicted in A Case History has its roots in the community and its structures.
To cure it requires, thus, more effective means than those an ordinary physician from Moscow has at his disposal. Illness is ubiquitous in the milieu depicted in the story, but its roots lie in wider societal and cultural structures. A single physician like Doctor Koryolov, no matter how sympathetic, cannot do much but to try to understand the patient's situation and draw conclusions to support his diagnosis. He expresses his critique in his inner monologue in the story and also opens it into a dialogue with the patient. In this encounter he mustfor one reason or another-lower his tone: ''So he said what he had to say indirectly and obliquely.'' (see p 187) 5 However, the story's landscape was not created totally grey. Nightingales, frogs, and a cockerel can be heard somewhere in the distance expressing a possibility of life close to nature somewhere on the outskirts of the novel's world. But in the inner circle of the story the world is dead, covered with dust.
When we enter the patient's home the impression of stagnated life becomes even stronger. We see, however, new shades when we focus on Mr Lyalikov, the master of the factory who had died some years earlier. In the story he is surrounded by trash reminiscent of the banality in Nikolai Gogol's works as analysed by Vladimir Nabokov. In fact, in the story the master of the house is shown reflected in a painting. This approaches Nabokov's definition of pošlost or ''self-satisfied mediocrity'' 7 : ''The floors irritated him with their brilliant polish, the lustres on the chandelier irritated him, and he was reminded for some reason of the story of the merchant who used to go to the baths with a medal on his neck ...'' (see p 182). 5 The story can also be read through its structural turns. In my interpretation the thematic nucleus of the plot is condensed in a scene in the early part of the story where Dr Koryolov sees his patient in a new light: ''Then a lamp was brought into the bed-room. The sick girl squinted in the light, suddenly clutched her head in her hands and burst out sobbing. The impression of a miserable, ungainly creature suddenly vanished, and Koryolov no longer noticed the small eyes or the outsize low jaw. He saw a gentle, suffering look so wise, so moving that she seemed all feminine grace and charm-he wanted to soothe her, now, with a few simple, kind words: not with medicines or advice.'' (see p 181) 5 We need to merge with this picture Liza's metamorphosis at the end of the story: she appears in a white dress and with a flower in her hair, she is smiling and talking. Through this transformation we may characterise the end of the tale as an experience of an illumination. Light has symbolic value in the world of the story. It helps us see and this creates a kind of mystical connection, a possibility for communication.
CHAOS OR CATHARSIS?
In Raimo Puustinen's interpretation the story has an open ending, nothing final can be concluded. In my reading, the basic tone of A Case History is tragic. If we accept this interpretation, there ought to be a catharsis found in the end of the story. In Aristotle's Poetics ''catharsis'' means an idea of purification. 8 The purpose of tragedy is ''through pity and fear effect the proper purgation of emotions'', as Aristotle crystallises an idea of the palliative effect of art. 8 However, if we place A Case History in line with Chekhov's well known plays we may have difficulties in adhering to our Aristotelian interpretation. In the world depicted by the author emotions are mixed in a modern way. Tragedy and comedy are intertwined in a Chekhovian way and this idea of life has no room for cathartic solutions. In our time everything is uncertain. Yet, we may expect something better in a distant world to come: ''... we, our generation, sleep badly. We suffer, we talk a lot, and we keep worrying, whether we are right or wrong. Now, for our children or grandchildren this problem of being right or wrong will have been solved. They'll see more clearly than we can. Life will be good in fifty years' time-it's a shame we shan't live to see it, though. It would be interesting to have a peep.'' (see p 187) 5 The time scale of the story builds in many directions. The focus changes from present to Stone Age and to the visions of the future. The Chekhovian narrator imagines a Utopia to replace the cold, dull, and grey present, a time when our problems have vanished. The same idea of Utopia is familiar to us from the author's other works; it is a part of the ''Chekhovian style''. For instance, the bored intellectuals of the Cherry Orchard and Uncle Vanja reach far into the future and see humankind achieve an idyllic state.
From our perspective at the beginning of the third millennium we may observe that the author's Utopia has not been fulfilled even after one hundred years. However, we may see, to our consolation, that not even the postmodern writers have fully lost faith in the future. Interpreted in a Chekhovian way we may see a tiny star of hope twinkling in the midst of chaos, a light of a size of a candle flame.
Nevertheless, we must come back to the text and hear how it speaks. There is a contradiction in the message of the text and a Chekhovian way of thinking the future. Let us look at the end of the story. The doctor is leaving in a carriage and the patient is watching him on the porch: ''She gazed at him sadly and wisely, as on the previous night, smiling and speaking with the same air of wanting to say something special, something vital, something for his ears only'' (see p 188). 5 The doctor and the patient have not made an appointment for a new meeting. From the patient's perspective there is no vision for solutions, or knowledge of cure. From the doctor's point the game is over, the case is closed. Dr Koryolov feels that it is ''pleasant to drive in a fine carriage pulled by three horses, sunning oneself on such a fine spring morning'' (see p 186). 5 Differing from the Aristotelian concept, A Case History does not bring ''deus ex machine'' on to the stage. At the deepest level of this Chekhovian story we cannot see any hope in the life of the patient as it is. The purgation of her emotions is impossible because her social conditions will stay the same as they have been a long time. One formulation of the story's theme is uttered in Dr Koryolov's inner speech. As a doctor he was ''accustomed to forming accurate diagnoses of incurable chronic ailments deriving from some unknown ultimate cause'' (see p 184). 5 This situation dominates also Liza Lyalikov, the unhappy heiress of the factory. The only way to cure the patient is to send her away and offer her the chance of a new start. In the heart of the story a reader is walking in the midst of chaos. In the textual world there is no room for a Utopia.
